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The purpose of this work is to develop techniques to overcome the fundamental limits of present frequency standards— the second and residual first-order Doppler shifts. To this end we study suitable frequency reference transitions in ions which are stored on electromagnetic traps and cooled by radiation pressure to less than 1K.
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Contract Description

The purpose of this work is to develop techniques to overcome the fundamental limits of present frequency standards—the second and residual first-order Doppler shifts. To this end, we study suitable frequency reference transitions in ions which are stored in electromagnetic traps and cooled by radiation pressure to < 1K.

Scientific Problem

Although we have now demonstrated laser cooling to < 0.5K and have identified some of the causes for the present limit, we will try to approach the theoretical limit of $10^{-3}$K. To this end, we will try to isolate a single ion in the trap. In addition, we will try to tailor clouds of modest density that are relatively free of magnetron velocity effects. It should also be possible to observe condensation of the ion cloud into a liquid or solid. We will continue to incorporate the cooling into high resolution spectroscopy and use the fluorescence as a monitor in a triple resonance scheme which should allow us to obtain linewidths of less than 0.1 Hz. Such experiments should allow us to study problems generic to all ion frequency standards.

Scientific and Technical Approach

A special apparatus will be built with improved detection efficiency, so that the fluorescence from a single ion can be observed. This improved detection efficiency will also be beneficial in the double resonance experiments. It may be desirable to use a light ion such as Be$^+$ and higher magnetic fields, so
that at a given temperature, the cyclotron and axial amplitudes are much smaller. An experiment on Cd+ is being set up. The required radiation for pumping and cooling is 214 nm. This radiation can be generated by frequency mixing techniques and will allow a study of the problems associated with frequency generation at the shorter wavelengths, where more attractive ion frequency standard candidates exist. The Ba+ experimental apparatus will address particular problems of construction, such as obtaining ultimate vacuum and freedom from magnetic perturbations. Dye laser stabilization schemes will be investigated for possible application to optical frequency standards.

Progress During Last Contract Period

1. Optical-Pumping Double Resonance.

a. We have established mechanisms and rates for optical pumping in \(^{24}\text{Mg}^+\) and \(^{25}\text{Mg}^+\).

b. We have realized double resonance schemes where \(-10^6\) optical photons can be detected for each microwave photon absorbed. This can be used to give unit detection efficiency even with low collection efficiency.

c. We have observed relaxation time of > 1 minute in \(^{25}\text{Mg}^+\) experiments. This should eventually yield extremely narrow linewidths. At present, we have observed linewidths of 0.2 Hz in a quadruple resonance scheme in \(^{25}\text{Mg}^+\). These measurements have a direct bearing on the frequency standard problem.
d. Have made first high resolution measurements (< 1 ppm) of $^{25}\text{Mg}^+$ hyperfine structure and $g_1/g_3$ ratio (40 ppm).

e. Have determined line positions and isotope shifts of Mg isotopes.

2. U. V. Source Development. Have generated 214 nm C. W. using frequency mixing techniques. This will be used in spectroscopic experiments on Cd$^+$.

3. Cooling Limit Studies. For clouds of ions, lower temperature limit is 0.5K due to magnetron rotation of cloud. For smaller clouds, laser can compress cloud causing higher densities, but temperature limits are still ~0.5K. We have observed bistable cloud configurations, which may be condensation effect, since it is expected for our experimental conditions.

Ion Storage Publications (FY80)


Ion Storage Conference Talks (FY80)


Miscellaneous

All FY80 funds will be spent by end of contract year.

Other contract support of principal investigators:
David J. Wineland:

AFOSR $100 k "Precision Frequency Metrology Using Laser Cooled Ions."
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